
The hottest summer topics
From across the nation’s biggest publishers



Get to know 
the categories 
that grow in 
the lead up 
to summer
From the most exciting 
sporting events and music 
festivals to finding the right 
garden party outfit, Ozone’s 
publishers see summer 
growth across a wide variety 
of categories as the weather 
heats up

+10%
+35%

+6%

+7%

+25%

+41%

Source: Ozone, 2024



The premium publisher editorial driving 
the most growth over the summer

Sport Travel

Food & DrinkStyle & Fashion

Things to do

Hobbies



Big Sports
The biggest sporting events driving 
engagement this summer



The year’s biggest sporting events drive enormous 
interest among committed and fair-weather fans
Home-nation victories typically boost 
engagement, and with high expectations for 
England in the Euros, a defence of the ICC T20 
title, and popular annual fixtures like Wimbledon 
and The Open Championship, we can expect 
engagement to surge this summer. 

However, with Les Bleus also joint favourites for 
Euro 2024, the annual spectacle of the Tour de 
France and Paris hosting The Olympics, France 
will likely be front and centre of Ozone’s sporting 
editorial this summer.

Tailor targeting to reach the 
fair-weather fans as well as 
sport’s biggest supporters 
using both Ozone’s broad and 
high engagement segments.

Source: Ozone, 2024

+177%

+540%
+161%

+5% +97%

+54%

March-May Average Page Views June-August Average Page Views



Your guide to this summer’s biggest sporting 
moments

Tennis

Olympics

Cycling

Football

Cricket

Golf

ICC T20

UCL 
Final Euro 2024

US OpenWimbledon

US Open The Open 
Championships

Paris Olympics Paralympics

Tour de France Tour de France femme

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

JUN JUL AUG

Source: Ozone, 2024



Reach millions of sport fans with our highly 
relevant premium publisher editorial



Our client – a leading UK charity – wanted to raise awareness of a clear creative direction 
to its services with Football Superfans during the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar

Sources: Ozone & Brand Metrics

Targeted cut through 
with football fans to 
during a busy period
Over-compete for 
share of voice to 
raise awareness 
Structure activity to 
reflect higher match 
volumes during the 
early rounds
‘Favourite to win’ tactic 
devised to upweight 
pacing when match 
upsets occurred 
Measure success 
using brand study 
and attention index 

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

BRIEF: 

 +18%
Higher attention

vs. benchmark

6.8M 
Football fans/

34m impressions 

 0.17%
CTR, +22% vs. 

benchmark

+9%
point uplift in 

awareness

Charity scores awareness win with World Cup campaign



Things to do
The must-attend summer events



Work hard play hard: the summer grows 
interest in cultural and business-related events

+80% +233%

+73%

+91% +82%

The turn of spring sees a significant increase in page 
views across our Events & Attractions content. 
However, as the weather continues to heat up so too 
does engagement growth with the category.

Take a greater interest in culture, with Festivals, 
Music events, and Historical Landmarks among the 
highest growing categories during the summer 
months. 

Britons’ summer sociability is a great benefit to 
businesses too, with interest in Business Expos and 
Events also seeing significant growth during the 
summer months.

March-May Average Page Views June-August Average Page Views

Source: Ozone, 2024

Activate at the start of 
summer to capitalise on 
growth through the summer 
months. Upweight Business 
Expos towards the end of 
summer when this audience 
sees the greatest scale.



Reach those seeking fun things to do with our 
highly relevant premium publisher editorial



With the aim of driving awareness and engagement, our agency partner and their leading 
entertainment client helped us launch our new Premium Only Video Pre-roll format

Source: Ozone

Raising awareness 
and engagement for 
our ents client

Launch partner for our 
new Premium Only 
Video Pre-roll format

Targeting Pop Culture
and Events & Attractions 
readers in context

Bold and distinctive 
creatives creating 
positive sentiment

VTR, CTR, and 
Viewability MOAT 
benchmarks smashed

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

BRIEF: 

Premium Only Video Pre-roll delivers superb VTR 

74.4%
Overall 

viewability score

+300k 
Impressions of 

added value

1.13% 
CTR; far above 

benchmarks 

 69.8%
VTR for a 30 
second video



The summer’s hottest holiday topics

Travel



Holiday interest hots up with better weather
The weather has a strong  influence on travel 
readership. As clement weather begins to return in 
spring, we see steady growth in Brit’s interest in 
travel. Page views consistently peak between 
June-August. 

Interest in classic European destinations, like 
Greece and Italy, remain high. However, in recent 
years interest in longer haul destinations, 
particularly the Americas, has seen significant 
growth.

Source: Ozone, 2024

The heat gets Brits in the 
mood for travel, so where 
possible be agile and look 
to upweight during the 
hottest weeks of the year



Classic European destinations remain popular, 
but Brits are increasingly looking further afield

↑ 96%

Polar

↑ 98%

South 
America

↑ 64%

Mexico & 
Central America

↑ 109%

Italy

↑ 91%

Greece

↑ 102%

Canada

Source: Ozone, 2024



Reach sunseekers and staycationers with our 
highly relevant premium publisher editorial



Ozone and our client, a world-renowned travel brand, collaborated on a Premium Only 
Video campaign that skyrocketed overall brand awareness and consideration

Sources: Ozone & Brand Metrics

To raise awareness 
and engagement with 
a new brand campaign

Target readers in Travel 
and Environment 
content

Use of our non-intrusive 
Premium Only Video 
outstream player
Brand lift study used to 
measure awareness and 
consideration metrics

✓

✓

✓

✓

BRIEF: 

78%
viewability; 11% 

above benchmark

+700K
unique users 

reached 

0.17%
CTR 

19%
Overall brand 

lift score

Brand lift jets off for a well-known travel client

Travel audience 
segment used for 
precision targeting

✓



Summer styles and fashion trends

Fashion



The summer months drive some of the highest 
engagement of the year for Style & Fashion

March-May Average Page Views June-August Average Page Views

+11%

+20%

+34%
+15%+57%

Women’s engagement drives the category with 
Women’s Clothing and Women’s Accessories 
delivering significant volume throughout the year. 
During the summer both of these categories see 
double-digit growth.

Although we traditionally see Men’s Fashion spike in 
mid-summer, the effect of Euro 2024 on Men’s fashion 
is likely to bring engagement earlier into June. 

Children’s Clothing sees enormous growth over the 
summer as parents use the holidays to prepare for the 
start of the new school year. June-August account for 
nearly 40% of annual page views.

For maximum Style & 
Fashion efficiency this 
season, consider activating 
men’s and women’s 
messaging ahead of the start 
of the season and upweight 
men’s around Euro 2024.

Source: Ozone, 2024



Be in with the style crowd with our highly 
relevant premium publisher editorial



Major glow up for high street retailer’s beauty campaign

Our client – a leading UK retailer – wanted to raise awareness of a new beauty range, 
prepping for the summer and festival season, with a specific focus on VTR and viewabilityBRIEF: 

14.6%
above VTR score

76.3%
Viewability; far 

above benchmark

Context example

53.3%
Ozone Attention 

Index score

2.8M
unique users 

reached 

Sources: Ozone & Brand Metrics



Alfresco dining and sundowners

Food & Drink



The better the weather the higher the 
engagement when it comes to Food & Drink

+11%

+61%

-0.1%

While interest in cooking overall remains 
consistent, more daylight hours and better weather 
drives increases in engagement across more 
fairweather categories. 

Within cooking, interest in BBQ and grilling recipes 
increases by over 60% compared to the three 
months prior. Similarly, interest in alcohol - and 
drinks recipes specifically - also increases by 11%. 

Source: Ozone, 2024

Reach up to 15M engaged 
foodies each month, 
delivering relevant BBQ 
and alcohol creative for 
maximum impact. 



Engagement can be 
impacted by anything 
from sunny spells to 
sporting successes

Food & Drink

Big sporting 
events 

increase 
engagement with 

BBQ recipes 
+20%

Bank Holidays 
increase 

engagement with 
cocktail recipes

+11%

Sunny 
weather 
reduces 

engagement 
with cooking

-28%

● Typically interest in BBQing increases 
one week prior to a large sporting 
event

● The week of a heatwave will reduce 
interest in cooking while the weather 
is good

● A fortnight prior to a bank holiday 
readers will begin researching what to 
eat and drink during the long 
weekend

Source: Ozone, 2024



Cook up the ideal Food & Drink campaign with our 
highly relevant premium publisher editorial



Our client wanted to increase awareness of individual store offers using a dynamic creative 
optimisation to reach a highly relevant foodie audience in premium environments

Sources: Ozone & Brand Metrics

Dynamic content campaign drives 6.5x ROI

Context example

BRIEF: 

0.14%
CTR; +40% vs. 

benchmark

+14%
higher average order 

value vs. target

6.5x
Return on 

investment

81%
Viewability; +23% 

vs. benchmark



Whipping up tasty results for plant-based food brand
Our client – a plant-based food brand – collaborated to achieve some very tasty results, 
most notably in the brand lift and Ozone Attention Index scores.BRIEF: 

 42%
Ozone Attention 

Index score

73%
viewability; +11% 
vs. benchmark

+27%
overall brand 
lift increase

1.5m 
unique users 

reached 

Use of high impact ad 
formats (rising stars 
and interscrollers)

Raise brand awareness 
and reach through our 
targeting capabilities

Target readers of Healthy 
Living, Healthy Food & 
Drink,and Environment
Brand study used to 
track brand lift and 
awareness metrics

Reach 1.5m UK users 
of the brand’s core 
target audience

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Sources: Ozone & Brand Metrics



Hobbies & Interests
Summer days inspire hobbyists



The good weather encourages people to spend 
more time indulging in their favourite hobbies

+28%

Overall reader’s interest in Hobbies is impacted 
significantly by the better weather and more hours 
of daylight, with engagement increasing +25%  
during the summer months. 

The good weather ignites readers’ passions, with 
more than 3X increase in cycling and mountain 
biking engagement, as well as +28% growth in 
motorcycling. Interest in classic cars and auto shows 
also see enormous increases in interest during the 
summer months, growing by over +280% compared 
to the three months prior.

Source: Ozone, 2024

Build brand awareness amongst 
hobbyists, aligning creative 
messaging with their passions 
during the summer to drive real 
engagement

+281%

+227%



Reach summer’s savvy shoppers with our highly 
relevant premium publisher editorial



We teamed up with a leading gardening brand to deliver a video campaign to grow positive 
engagement with millions of online horticulture fans

To raise awareness 
and engagement with 
this client
Use of our high 
attention Premium Only 
Video player, Video 
DMPU and MPU formats

Creatives led to 
growth of more 
positive sentiment 

Target readers of Home 
& Garden, Gardening 
and Outdoor 
Decorating content
Home & Garden  
audience segment used 
for precision targeting

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Growing campaign success for a gardening brand
BRIEF: 

77.3%
Viewability

33.1%
VTR score

877k
Unique Users

0.15% 
CTR score 

Source: Ozone 


